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This study employs the Modified Embedded Atom Method with Bond Order (MEAMBO) atomic potential as first used to capture single-wall carbon nanotube (SWCNT) properties
accurately. We updated the MEAM-BO potential parameters to produce a MEAM-BO* potential
for the SWCNT system. Calculating the wavenumber of the radial breathing mode (RBM),
elastic properties, and folding energy (ΔE) of SWCNT which are all associated with bond
curvature was considered. Interestingly, MEAM-BO* including the SWCNT data base,
improved the previous fit of the C-H system. Further discussed is how we constructed five
different partially unzipped carbon nanotubes (PUCNT) and investigate the mechanical
properties and self-healing of the simplest PUCNT by using molecular dynamics simulations. In
addition, we studied the exploration of damage evolution and the mechanical response of a
polyethylene/single wall carbon nanotube composite (SWCNT-PE) at different stress states,
temperatures, and strain rates which are studied through utilizing atomistic simulations. The
SWCNT-PE composite was expanded perpendicular to the nanotube direction and damage was
computed in terms of the void number density (void nucleation) and void volume.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Motivation
In the l9th century, Thomas A. Edison prepared the first carbon fiber to produce a

filament for the electric light bulb1. Further research following this discovery focused on vapor
grown carbon filaments, resulting in filament growth from the thermal decomposition of
hydrocarbons. In the 1950s and 1960s, aerospace engineers sought strong, stiff, and light-weight
fibers to make lightweight composite materials with superior mechanical properties. This goal
led to an increased study of carbon fiber with polymers, thus improving its structure. Catalytic
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and vapor grown carbon (VGC) for synthesis of carbon fibers
interested researchers, leading to growth in the commercialization of vapor grown carbon fibers
for various applications in the 1990s. In 1985, Curl, Kroto and Smalley2 accidentally discovered
a new structure, fullerenes, by vaporizing carbon in a helium atmosphere. This motivated studies
about manufacturing a carbon filament of very small diameters. Dresselhaus proposed the
building of carbon nanotubes (CNT) in August, 19913; however, Iijima produced CNT
experimentally for the first time by using transmission electron microscopy4.
CNTs can be used for many applications in both material science and engineering. NASA
has used CNTs in developing materials for application in space exploration5. Creating bundles of
Single Walled CNTs (SWCNTs) is considered the primary purpose for these tubes due to the high
quality of transfer mechanisms, small bending stiffness, and the long-fatigue life6–8. Also, CNTs
1

create multi-functionality in composite systems that are polymer based, which has inspired
continuing research to improve the design of nano-composites. Further research suggests that the
products can be used for voltage controlled nano metric actuators9, which might be needed in a
nano-tweezer.
SWCNT can either be metallic or be a semiconductor, with the difference defined on the
geometric structure based on the quantum confinement of electrons within the circumferential
direction. Experimental devices have been able to use CNTs based on the basic nature of their
properties for items such as delimiters, memory devices, and sensors. Commercial companies are
working toward exploitation of the many possibilities for their use10.
Features on the nanoscale level of carbon nano tubes (CNTs) are of great importance and
highly researched in the scientific community. The mechanical properties of CNTs support both
applied research and theoretical exploration but are not completely understood. Practical
investigations of CNTs require them to be interfaced with measurement equipment which is
difficult. Manipulation and precise identification of CNTs can be quite challenging due to such
limitations. In this chapter, we mainly focused on explaining observations, as well as obtaining
information that is yet inaccessible through experimentation. The purpose of this dissertation is to
examine opportunities for using innovative computational tools that are used to study CNTs as
well as predicting and discovering their mechanical properties. In addition, analysis of related
structures and learning more about nanotubes as research objects provides an opportunity to
investigate new numerical approaches that are appropriate for finding solutions of problems that
exist in the nanoscale world. The research also determines the comparison capability of different
force fields and use of the modified embedded atom methods with bond order (MEAM-BO)
potential as a base for further research projects on CNTs for the first time. Currently, researchers
2

are interested in creating graphene nanosheets by using new cutting methods on CNTs to create
graphene nanoribbons (GNRs). The potential for producing GNRs that can be used in an electronic
device comes from the process of unzipping CNTs. As a result, a large amount of research has
gone into combining CNTs and GNRs with the hope of exploiting their excellent mechanical,
electronic, and magnetic properties. We are interested in using unzipped carbon nanotubes to
enhance the strength of the interface structure of composites. We built different partially unzipped
carbon nanostructures and investigated these structures by molecular dynamics and NonEquilibrium Green's Function methods (NEGF) to understand their behavior.
The study of nanocomposites of carbon nanotubes has spanned theoretical and
experimental research to understand and characterize behavior based on mechanical effects. It is
also helpful to study the specific development of fracture mechanisms and fracture formation,
which is one example in the study of interfacial properties. Present research has not yet provided
a full understanding of how these effects occur. The best understanding of these effects is found
in the evidence of nanocomposite behavior in complex mechanical systems. This complex
mechanical system depends on constituent materials and the way those materials are distributed.
No current research is available for large-scale Molecular Dynamic (MD) simulations of
interfacial deformation of nanocomposite carbon nanotubes with polymers with reactive, bondbreaking, and unsaturated hydrocarbons potentials. The formulation of a computationally efficient
MEAM-BO potential opens new doors for the simulation of nanocomposite polymeric systems by
allowing for a superior description of free surfaces with inherent bond break capabilities. It also
allows for an accurate description of the free volume evolution that plays a vital role in capturing
the deformation and fracture behavior of interfacial and entire nanocomposites.
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1.2

Structure of Single Wall Carbon Nanotube
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are cylindrical objects with a diameter of a few nanometers

that are formed when sheets of hexagonally arranged carbon atoms are rolled. These tubes may
be linked along their lengths to form elongated tubes measuring several microns in length or run
along the same axis in the form of coaxial tubes. The fundamental form of these CNTs is the
single-walled CNT (SWCNT), but complex forms made of many walls, called multi-walled
CNTs (MWCNTs), have also been described. In the one-dimensional form, all atoms of the CNT
crystal are surface atoms, and its mechanical and electrical properties are similar to those of a
graphene sheet. This resemblance makes it possible to use the structure of two-dimensional
graphene sheets to model the structure of the SWCNTs.
Graphene, the two dimensional form of graphite, has been widely studied in theory and
experimentally11–17, making it a good model for studying the structures of compounds believed to
have a similar structure, such as CNTs and fullerenes. High resolution electron microscopy
approaches show that atoms in graphene are arranged in a honeycomb structure with stacked
layers that have a spacing of 3.35 Å, and carbon atoms that are 1.42 Å away from their nearest
neighbor (𝑎0 ) 18. The small distance between neighboring carbon atoms is the smallest distance
of solid elements at room temperature and the large spacing between the layers makes it occur
without significant mechanical, chemical, or electrical changes on its surface atoms. These
properties enable the study of the properties of graphite and CNTs based on the study of
graphene19.
A mathematical description of the graphene sheet and thus of a CNT can be developed
based on a two-dimensional hexagonal unit cell using vectors. The point O denotes the origin in
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the sheet. Vectors a1 and a2 are the primitive vectors which can be used to define the positions P1
and P2 of two atoms joined by a covalent bond on a graphene sheet in its ground level.
𝑷𝟏 =

(𝒂𝟏 + 𝒂𝟐 )
3

𝑷𝟐 =

2(𝒂𝟏 + 𝒂𝟐 )
3

(1.1)

The two vectors shown in (1.1) could be specified to enable the determination of the chiral
structure of SWCNTs in Eq (1.2)
3
√3
𝒂𝟏 = 𝑎0 ( 𝑒̂1 + 𝑒̂2 )
2
2
−3
√3
𝒂𝟐 = 𝑎0 ( 𝑒̂1 +
𝑒̂ )
2
2 2

(1.1)

The distance between two carbon atoms (𝑎0 ) is estimated as 1.42 Å at room temperature18, and
𝑒̂1 and 𝑒̂2 are unit vectors along the 𝑥1 and 𝑥2 axes as shown in figure (1.1).
The area of the graphene unit cell 𝑆𝐺 for the basis vectors is determined by

𝑆𝐺 = |𝒂𝟏 × 𝒂𝟐 | =

3√3𝑎02
2

(1.2)

The chiral structure of SWCNTs is defined based on the compounds’ helicity and radius,
which necessitates the use of a pair of integers (n, m) that lead to a chiral vector (𝑪𝒉 ) defined by
𝑪𝒉 = 𝑛𝒂𝟏 + 𝑚𝒂𝟐

(1.3)

which shows the chiral vector to be a function of the defined integers and the vectors a1 and a2

5

specified above. The chiral vector corresponds to the diameter of the CNT, and connects two
points (P1 and P3) that are crystallographically equivalent on the graphene sheet’s lattice. As
such, it could also be expressed as a vector acting on P1 to get to P3, as indicated in the equation
𝑪𝒉 = ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑷𝟏 𝑷𝟑

(1.4)

Each pair of the integers used shows how the sheet could be rolled to give a SWCNT. To prevent
specifications that would lead to overlapping of the regions for rolling the graphene sheet, a
constraint is imposed such that the second integer (m) must always be equal to or lesser than the
first integer (n). Imposing this constrain ensures that every SWCNT is specified only once. This
integer pair defines the chiral angle (θ) and diameter (d) of the CNT with the chiral angle being
the arctangent of the relationship between the two integers as shown
√3 𝑚
2𝑛 + 𝑚
1
√3 𝑎0
𝑑 = 𝜋 (𝑛2 + 𝑚2 + 𝑛𝑚)2
tan 𝜃 =

(1.5)
(1.6)

The diameter is a function of the distance between two adjacent carbons (𝑎0) and the integers
expressed in the form illustrated in in Eq (1.6).
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Figure 1.1

A schematic of the geometrics of carbon nanotubes20

However, as seen in Eq (1.7) this distance is influenced by the radius of the tubule
√3

( 𝜋 ), leading to an estimated distance between the adjacent carbons of 1.42 Å in a SWCNT18.
Since the length of the chiral vector represents the diameter of the tube, Eq (1.7) can be
simplified in terms of this vector. The approximations provided by simplifying (1.7) are not
usually accurate values for the tubule diameter because they do not account for the curvature of
the cylindrical surface and how it affects the conformation in the ground state. Based on the
diameter and the chiral angle, three types of SWCNTs can arise, with their classification being
defined by their chirality. The ‘zigzag’ nanotubes arise from a chiral angle equal to zero, whereas
the ‘armchair’ nanotubes arise when the chiral angle is equal to the diameter of the tubule. The
third type, the ‘generic chiral’ nanotubes, are described by a chiral angle greater than one but
smaller than the tubule diameter.

7

The formulation of the chiral angle is based on the roll-up angle, which forms between
the chirality vector and the first vector specified in (1.2), which then leads to this expression
𝒂 . 𝑪

cos 𝜃 = |𝒂 𝟏| | 𝑪𝒉 |
𝟏

(1.7)

𝒉

Based on this relationship, a CNT forms as a one-dimensional compound with a roll-up angle of
π

0 ≤ θ ≤ 6 , implying that forming a CNT from a unit cell requires only one vector, the
translational vector (𝑻𝒉 ), which transects the chirality vector along a 90° angle. The translational
vector is specified by
𝑻𝒉 = 𝑡1 𝒂𝟏 + 𝑡2 𝒂𝟐

(1.8)

The two coefficients are determined using the hcd, which stands for the highest common divisor,
as
(𝑛+2𝑚)

−(2𝑛+𝑚)

𝑡1 = ℎ𝑐𝑑(𝑛+2𝑚,2𝑛+𝑚) , and 𝑡2 = ℎ𝑐𝑑(𝑛+2𝑚,2𝑛+𝑚)
The area of a graphene cell 𝑆𝐺 can be expressed in terms of the vectors described above,
which also enables the expression of the area of the SWCNT unit cell (𝑆𝑇 ) is given by
𝑆𝑇 = |𝑻𝒉 ||𝑪𝒉 | =

√3 𝑎0 (𝑛2 + 𝑚2 + 𝑛𝑚)
ℎ𝑐𝑑(𝑛 + 2𝑚, 2𝑛 + 𝑚)

(1.9)

Therefore, the number of atoms 𝑁𝑇 per unit cell of the SWCNT can be obtained by
dividing the area of the SWCNT unit cell 𝑆𝑇 by the area of the graphene cell 𝑆𝐺 . This number
helps determine the electronic properties of SWCNTs based on the known properties of graphene
𝑁𝑇 = 2

𝑆𝑇
4(𝑛2 + 𝑚2 + 𝑛𝑚)
=
.
𝑆𝐺 ℎ𝑐𝑑(𝑛 + 2𝑚, 2𝑛 + 𝑚)

8

(1.10)

1.3

Dissertation Structure
The motivation for this research on structure of CNTs can be found in the overview that

is presented in Chapter I. Chapter II presents the methods performed for different force fieldbased MD simulations to calculate the wavenumber of the Radial Breathing Mode (RBM),
Young’s moduli, and folding energies for various armchair single-wall nanotubes (SWCNTs).
The reliability of the MEAMBO potential was checked by using the elastic coefficient
calculation of the nanotubes without any consideration of nanotube thickness. The elastic
(Young’s) modulus was calculated by using the second derivative of energy with respect to the
𝜕𝐸 2

axial strain ( 𝜕𝜀2 ) . The Modified Embedded Atom Method with Bond Order (MEAM-BO),
REBO, and ReaxFF are the reactive force fields we used to validate the experimental data and
theoretical calculations to see how the potentials have the capability and accuracy to capture
SWCNT characteristics.
As this is the first work using the MEAM-BO potential to model SWCNTs, it is
important to set and modify the MEAM-BO potential parameters MEAM-BO* for a SWCNT
and use it for unzipped SWCNT and SWCNT composite with polymers in Chapters III and IV.
Chapter III presents five different partially unzipped carbon nanotubes (PUCNT). The
study was constructed to investigate the mechanical properties and temperature effect on selfhealing of the simplest PUCNT by using molecular dynamics simulations.
The parametric study that is found in Chapter IV provides an exhaustive review of how
strain rate, stress states, as well as temperature has an effect on plasticity, fracture response, and
damage of the entire the SWCNT composite. Stress and strain behaviors studied regarding each
of the parameters that have been selected for comparison, as well as evaluations made regarding
the evolution of void nucleation, coalescence, and growth, which were also compared.
9

The final chapter provides a summary of the research results, with recommendations for
how future work can explore additional characteristics and various aspects of the findings.
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CHAPTER II
SINGLE-WALL CARBON NANOTUBE MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR USING THE
MODIFIED EMBEDDED ATOM METHOD WITH BOND ORDER (MEAM-BO)

1.4

Introduction

Since Iijima4 initially discovered carbon nanotubes (CNTs), nanotubes have
received much attention in both experimental7,21–31 and theoretical studies32–42 because
of their unique mechanical and electronic properties. Carbon nanotubes have a distinctive
geometric structure with unsaturated bonds in small diameters that present challenges for
developing force fields for Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations that accurately capture
their properties35–43. One method to examine the force field capability of capturing CNT
properties is to compare the results of Radial Breathing Mode (RBM) simulations with
the results from Raman spectroscopy, which is a common method used to provide
bonding and characterization of CNTs and associated RBM frequencies. Homogeneously
deforming a CNT in the radial direction gives a particular frequency of the RBM, which
is considered a fingerprint of each CNT. Previous experimental studies30,31,43–46 have
investigated radial vibrations using Resonant Raman Scattering. Radial vibrations have
also been theoretically investigated by using Density Functional Theory (DFT)37,38,40,47
and semi-empirical Tight-Binding Molecular Dynamics (TBMD)48–51. In addition, MD
simulations were used to determine the RBM frequencies of a diverse range of CNTs52–
11
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. The RBM frequency (𝜔𝑅𝐵𝑀 ), presented in terms of wavenumber 𝝂 (𝒄𝒎−𝟏 ), was

inversely proportional to the tube diameter (d). The radial breathing mode and the
nanotube diameter have an inverse relationship56 given by the following

𝜈𝑅𝐵𝑀 =

𝐴
𝑑

(2.1)

where A is the proportionality constant57. This relationship is not likely to hold for tube
diameters less than 7.6 Å as a result of the curvature effects38,40,58–62. Lawler et al.40 modified
Eq.(2.12), by assuming that dependence of the strain energy with the inverse square of the
nanotube's diameter extends to a continuous strain amplitude as shown below,
𝐴

𝐵

𝜈𝑅𝐵𝑀 = 𝑑 + 𝑑3 .

(2.2)

Eq.(2.2) enhances the radial breathing mode wavenumber results for small diameters.
Lawler and his group40 performed DFT calculations and found values A= 2260 Å cm-1 and B=
15±0.5 Å3 cm-1 using Eq.(3.2) and A= 2310 Åcm-1 using Eq.(2.12). In other studies, Kürti et al.37
applied the local density approximation to Eq.(2.1) and Longhurst et al.52 applied the REBO
potential calculation to Eq.(2.1) to show that RBM frequencies are independent of the chiral
angle θ and the nanotube length and found that A equaled 2360 Å cm−1 and 2120 Å cm−1,
respectively (a 10% difference). Bandow et al.63 determined that A equaled 2237.5 Å cm-1 by
applying the constant force model interacting with the fourth neighbor. Alvarez et al.64
highlighted that A equaled 2320 Å cm-1 for a crystal packing of identical infinite nanotubes using
the Lennard-Jones potential65 to calculate the tubal van der Waals interaction. Other values
for A include 2225 Å cm-1 using the zone folding method31 and 2180 Å cm−1 using the force
constant model.66
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In addition to the great interest in studying calculations for the RBM frequency of a
single-wall carbon nanotube (SWCNT), studying the elastic properties of a SWCNT is also of
great interest in order to make and use them. Nanotubes are considered an incredible composite
material choice due to their low weight and very high Young’s modulus; however, experimental
and theoretical measurements show considerable uncertainty in their results for SWCNTs. There
are different reasons for such uncertainty, such as the small dimensions of nanotubes67,
insufficient numbers of atoms being used to describe their small size68, and variation in the
definition of thickness values and Young’s modulus34,36,69–72. Treacy et al.67 calculated the
Young’s modulus for a different nanotube by using thermal vibrations and obtained the average
value of Young's modulus as 1.8 TPa. In addition, Overney et al.68 reported a Young’s modulus
value of 5 TPa for a capped single-wall carbon nanotube (5,5) using an empirical Keating force
constant model73. Similarly, based on the Tersoff-Brenner’s potential74,75, Yakobson et al.72
determined Young’s modulus to be 5.5 TPa, well aligned with continuum elasticity theory.
Another important attribute of a SWCNT is the folding energy (△ 𝐸) and the influence
of the diameter thereupon. The folding energy is defined as the energy difference between the
tube and a graphene sheet37,38,76 or graphite77,78 per carbon atom. Kürti et al.37 generalized the
behavior of the folding energy with the carbon nanotube diameter where the folding energy
increased for all nanotubes with a diameter greater than 10 Å as an inverse square of the
diameter according to continuum elastic theory. The proportionality constant 𝐶1 obtained was 7.8
eVÅ2. Conversely, for diameters less than 10 Å, they reported that the folding energy increased
faster than the inverse square. Kanamitsu et al.76 and Sawada et al.77 showed how the folding
energy increased faster with diameters smaller than 10 Å by fitting their data to
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△𝐸 =

𝐶1 𝐶2
+
𝑑2 𝑑4

(2.3)

where 𝐶1 =6.85 eVÅ2 and 𝐶2 =20.02 eVÅ4 for the Kanamitsu et al.’s76 results, and 𝐶1 =5.64
eVÅ2, and 𝐶2 =25.1 eVÅ4 for the Sawada et al.’s77 results.
In this work, we performed different force field-based MD simulations to calculate the
wavenumber of RBM, Young’s moduli, and folding energies for various armchair single-wall
nanotubes (SWCNTs). The reliability of the MEAM-BO potential was checked by using the
elastic coefficient calculation of the nanotubes without any consideration of the nanotube
thickness. The elastic (Young’s) modulus (Y) was calculated by using the second derivative of
the energy with respect to the axial strain (𝜕 2 𝐸 ⁄𝜕 2 𝜀). The Modified Embedded Atom Method
with Bond Order (MEAM-BO)79, REBO80, and ReaxFF81 are the reactive force fields we used to
validate the experimental data and theoretical calculations to see how the potentials have the
capability and accuracy to capture SWCNT characteristics. Then we updated MEAM-BO’s
parameters to improve the accuracy of the original MEAM-BO and produce a modified version
(MEAM-BO*) for CNT systems.
1.5
1.5.1

Methods
MEAM-BO
Over the years, Baskes et al.75,82 developed and applied the Modified Embedded Atom

Method (MEAM) to different mechanical behaviors: interface debonding of a biomaterial83,
fracture of metals84, fracture of hydrocarbons85, fatigue crack growth86,87, and fragmentation88.
Since the context of using the SWCNTs is to use them as strengtheners in composite materials,
understanding the swelling, bending, and frequency response are key parameters to fracture
behavior. Previously, Mun from the Baskes’ group.79 reported MEAM with bond order (MEAM14

BO) that was able to describe both saturated and unsaturated hydrocarbons. This is an
improvement from MEAM89, which was only able to describe saturated hydrocarbons. It should
be noted that MEAM-BO is compatible with the original MEAM because without changing the
original MEAM equations, the energies regarding the bond order have been added. It means that
MEAM-BO can be used with the other parameters from the literature, especially of various
metallic systems. Below is a summary of the potential formalisms of MEAM and its bond order
terms. In MEAM, the system’s energy for an atom of type 𝜏 is given by the following equation,
1
𝐸𝑀𝐸𝐴𝑀 = ∑ F𝜏𝑖 (ρ̅i ) + ∑ Sij φij (R ij )
2
i

(2.4)

j≠i

where the embedding function F𝜏𝑖 is the energy cost to atom 𝑖 in a location with the background
electron density (𝜌̅𝑖 ), 𝑆𝑖𝑗 is the screening function that identifies the three-body interactions, and
𝜑𝑖𝑗 is the pair interaction term, which one obtains by finding the universal equation of state
(UEOS)90 of a specified reference structure with nearest neighbor distance 𝑅𝑖𝑗 .
Some modifications were added to MEAM59 to include use of a bond order term. MEAM-BO
includes energy fractions for double bonds 𝑓𝐼2 with a double bond energy 𝐸2 (𝑅𝐼 , 𝐵𝑂𝐼 ) and energy
fractions for a triple bond 𝑓𝐼3 with triple bond energy 𝐸3 (𝑅𝐼 ). For an ideal double bond, 𝑓𝐼2 is 1
and 𝑓𝐼3 is equal to 0, and the inverse is valid for a triple bond. The formalism of MEAM-BO is
given by the following equation,
𝐸𝑀𝐸𝐴𝑀−𝐵𝑂 = 𝐸MEAM + ∑ 𝑓𝐼3 ⋅ 𝐸3 (𝑅𝐼 ) + ∑ 𝑓𝐼2 ⋅ 𝐸2 (𝑅𝐼 , 𝐵𝑂𝐼 )
𝐼

(2.5)

𝐼

where the double bond’s energy fraction term in the above equation is given by
(0)

(0) 2

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0) 2

𝑓12 = 𝑆𝑖1𝑖2 . 𝐷2 ([𝑍𝑖1 − 𝑍2 ] ) . 𝐷2 ([𝑍𝑖2 − 𝑍2 ] )
(1)

(1) 2

(1)

(1) 2

(3)

(3) 2

. 𝐷2 ([𝑍𝑖1 ] ) . 𝐷2 ([𝑍𝑖2 ] ) . 𝐷2 ([𝑍𝐼 ] )
(3)

(3) 2

+ 𝑓13 . (1 − 𝐷3 ([𝑍𝐼 ] ))
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(2.6)

𝑆𝑖1𝑖2 serves as the angular screening atomic function within the bond. The partial density
(0)

(1)

functions are 𝑍𝑖1 , 𝑍𝑖1 , and 𝑍𝐼 which enable an atom 𝑖 or a bond 𝐼 to satisfy the geometric
(ℎ)

requirements of a reference structure. 𝐷𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑 is a Gaussian function where the center of the peak
is at the value zero. The equation’s final part highlights the transformation process from a triple
to a double bond (see Mun et al.79 and Dickel et al.91 for further details).
1.5.1.1

Reparametrized MEAM-BO

As part of the MEAM-BO formalism, a van der Waals (vdW) type interaction is explicitly
included for the carbon-carbon (C-C) interactions between two adjacent layers of a graphite
structure. It should be noted that the vdW term used in this work is only for C-C interactions, while
a more general form is used in sulfur systems by adapting a DFT-D3 correction as in the work of
Dickel et al.91. Here, we used the C-C vdW term that is initially developed for hydrocarbon
systems. Also, because CNTs were not part of the fitting database and newly considered in this
work, reparameterization was done, especially for bond order parameters. Thanks to the additive
characteristic of bond-order energies, the MEAM parameters for saturated bonded interaction
remained unchanged. Change has been made to four double bond parameters and two C-C vdW
parameters to correct some of the SWCNT properties, such as the folding energy and RBM
(ℎ)

(ℎ)

frequencies. The relevant equation for the double bond parameters is where 𝛽𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑 and 𝑃𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑
(h)

(h)
(h)
D2 (z) = exp (−Z P2 . β2 )

represent six adjustable parameters (h=1, 2, 3) for the double bond (bond = 2).
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(2.7)

Table 1.1

Parameters of MEAM-BO* and the van der Waals parameters

a.
MEAM-BO bond parameters for the double bond with ethylene, benzene, and graphene reference structures and for the triple
bond with acetylene reference structure. The bond order BO and the experimental C-C bond lengths 𝑹𝒃𝒐𝒏𝒅 are given. The 𝒓𝒍 are
expansion parameters for the determination of the double bond length, and the 𝒈𝒌𝒍 are expansion parameters for the double bond
(𝟎,𝟏,𝟑)
energy increments. The 𝒆𝒌 are expansion parameters for the triple bond increments. The 𝜷𝒃𝒐𝒏𝒅 are the exponential decay factors for
(𝟎,𝟏,𝟑)
the 𝐷(𝑧) function and bond increment function. The 𝒑𝒃𝒐𝒏𝒅 are the power in the 𝐷(𝑧) function. See Mun et al [80] for the equations.
Changes to the original MEAM-BO parameters are shown in bold.

b. The van der Waals parameters for C-C interactions. 𝒆𝒗𝒅𝑾 is the van der Waals binding energy, 𝒓𝒗𝒅𝑾 is the position of the van der
Waals minimum, and 𝑟̂𝑣𝑑𝑤 is the radial cutoff used in calculating the counting factors. Refer to Mun et al [80] for the equations.
Changes to the original MEAM-BO parameters are shown in bold.
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(1)

(3)

(3)

We recalibrated 𝛽𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑 , 𝛽𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑 , and 𝑃𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑 by fitting the FP results of the rotational energy
barrier of a C2H4 molecule, elastic constants for SWCNT, folding energy of CNT, RBMs of
different SWCNTs. Note the changes in these parameters only affect the rotational energy barrier
of the C2H4 molecule of the previous work79. Also, we corrected the 𝜃𝑆𝑖1𝑖2 parameter, a threshold
value between 0 and 1, in conjunction with 𝑆𝑖1𝑖2 in Eq. (2.6) to select all pairs of atoms that form
unsaturated C-C bonds. The original value 0.5 has been changed to 0.001, meaning more atom
pairs are considered as unsaturated bonds. The change in 𝑆𝑖1𝑖2 leads to a change in the vdW
parameters shown in the following Table (2.1), which does not show much change in the
calculation results. In fact, the decreased threshold with the recalibrated vdW terms improved the
elastic constants of graphite (see Supporting document). The parameters used in the MEAM-BO
potential for the SWCNT are given in Table (2.1.a) and Table (2.1.b). The rest of the MEAMBO parameters remained the same as in Mun et al.79

1.5.1.2

Parametrization procedure
The workflow of parametrization and validating a new MEAM-BO* potential using

interactive software on desktop computers, or non-interactive software on parallel clusters is
illustrated in Figures (2.1) and (2.2). The interactive MEAM-BO graphical user interface
(MEAMBO_GUI) and non-interactive script for MEAM-BO parameter study are written in
(𝟑)

(𝟏)

(𝟑)

MATLAB92. In this work, three parameters (𝒑𝟐 , 𝜷𝟐 , 𝜷𝟐 ). were chosen for the non-interactive
study as these only affect the properties related to unsaturated bond cases. The minimum value,
18

(𝟑)

(𝟏)

step size, and maximum value, of each parameter are: 𝒑𝟐 = [0.1, 50,5], 𝜷𝟐 = [0.1,50, 5],
(𝟑)

𝜷𝟐 = [0.1,50,5]. The RBM, (𝜕 2 𝐸⁄𝜕 2 𝜀), Y and (ΔE) were calculated for all combinations of
parameter values on a parallel cluster, and the results were post-processed to identify which
combination of parameters values gave the least value of total root mean square error (RMSE).
Table (2.4) compares the best RMSE of MEAM-BO* potential with those of original MEAM-BO,
REBO, and ReaxFF
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Figure 1.2

Interactive MEAM-BO Graphical
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Figure 1.3

Screenshot for MEAM-BO user interface tools
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1.5.2

Simulation Details
We generated different carbon nanotubes with varying diameters by expressing the

diameter of SWCNTs as a function of the (n,m) chiral indices. (n,m) is the conventional way of
specifying a nanotube, showing how to form a nanotube from flat graphene38,70. It is prudent to
define the diameter as 𝑑 = 𝑎0 √3⁄𝜋 √𝑛2 + 𝑛𝑚 + 𝑚2, where 𝑎0 = 1.42 Å is the first closest
neighbor distance on the tube’s surface and is the C-C bond length. All computational cells are
with periodic boundary conditions.
To calculate the RBM wavenumber, the SWCNT was relaxed to find the minimum energy
conformation by a conjugate gradient mothed. Each atom was displaced 0.2 Å from its equilibrium
at 0 K. We used the “Jazz” python script,93 which displaces each atom and calls LAMMPS94 to
get the resulting forces and Hessian matrix. A Hessian matrix is the second derivative matrix of
the energy with respect to displacements of all atoms in x, y, and z directions expressed as
Cartesian displacements as described in the following equation,
𝜕2𝐸

𝐻𝑖,𝑗 = 𝜕𝑥 𝜕𝑥 .
𝑖

𝑗

(2.8)

Afterward, we obtained the force constants by diagonalizing the Hessian matrix. We then
calculated the vibrational frequencies using a weighted force matrix for the isotopic masses. The
Hessian matrix has units of (𝐾𝑐𝑎𝑙⁄𝑚𝑜𝑙. Å2 ) for the ReaxFF potential and units of (𝑒𝑉⁄Å2 ) for the
MEAM-BO and REBO potentials.
When the mass-weighted Hessian was diagonalized, the result was a set of eigenvalues, εi,
and associated eigenvectors, ψi. The eigenvectors are the normal modes of vibration and form an
orthonormal set. The eigenvalues represent the force constants for the modes divided by the
effective mass with atomic mass units (u) as in the following equation,
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𝜀𝑖 = 𝑘𝑖 ⁄𝜇𝑖

(2.9)

where eigenvalues, εi, of the mass-weighted Hessian are related to the force-constant, ki, and
reduced mass, μi with units (𝑘𝑐𝑎𝑙 ⁄𝑚𝑜𝑙. 𝐴𝑚𝑢. Å2 ) for ReaxFF and (𝑒𝑉⁄𝐴𝑚𝑢. Å2 ) for MEAM-BO
and REBO. The eigenvalues were then converted into wavenumbers, νi, in cm-1 via
⁄

𝜀𝑖1 2
𝜈𝑖 =
2𝜋𝑐
where c is the speed of light in centimeters per second.

(2.10)

To identify the vibrational mode of a SWCNT that corresponds to the RBM, we analyzed
the eigenvectors. Changes in the axial lengths are not involved in the RBM vibration modes, only
symmetric deformations in x and y. Among the candidates, we interpret the symmetric condition
to be when eigenvectors are pointing at the same direction as the coordinate vectors (i.e. atomic
positions). We then normalized the coordinates and the eigenvectors to get the average difference
between them. We measured that average difference between the eigenvectors and the coordinates
and determined RBM to be the smallest difference value.

For the elastic properties, we calculated the tensile strength by applying various strains ranging
from -2% to + 2% in the z axial direction. We then calculated the total energy for each
configuration. Also, we obtained the elastic constants using quadratic functions to fit the resultant
curves. Young’s modulus was calculated using the standard bulk definition for each SWCNT
diameter employing the potentials of REBO, ReaxFF, and MEAM-BO.
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1.6

Results

1.6.1

Radial Breathing Modes (RBMs)

We performed simulations for infinite armchair SWCNTs with radii ranging from 2.71 to 8.13 Å
and atom numbers between 80 and 240 atoms. The amplitude of the radial oscillations incurred a
limited displacement, usually less than 0.5%52 to get a pure RBM. The RBM wavenumber of our
calculation from MEAM-BO, MEAM-BO*, ReaxFF, and REBO potentials are shown in Table
(2.2). Figure (2.3) shows the RBM modes versus the SWCNT diameter and the inverse of the
diameter.
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Table 1.2
(n,n)

Radial Breathing Mode results
d(Å)

Experiments
[30,32]

DFT
[38,39,40]

(12,12)

16.2

147

(11,11)

14.8

162

150

159

(10,10)
(9,9)
(8,8)

13.4
12.2
10.8

177
195
211

165
183
206

175
195
219

(7,7)

9.5

(6,6)

146

MEAM-BO
-

MEAM-BO*

REBO ReaxFF

-

133.2

137.7

134.4

142.8

158

-

145.7

150.6

146.8

155.5

173.6
192.7
216.5

169
187
210

160.9
179.6
203.4

166.2
185.4
209.8

161.6
179.8
202.6

170.6
188.9
211.4

246.2

241

234.5

241.9

232

239.4

8.1

284.3

285

276.6

286

272.4

275.1

(5,5)

6.8

337.3

341

335.6

349.9

330

325

(4,4)

5.4

424.3

430

421.6

448.8

418.4

544.4

Radial breathing mode frequency results for the various armchair nanotubes. RBM wavenumber results are presented in units of cm-1.
The results were obtained by using the reaction force fields original MEAM-BO, updated MEAM-BO*, ReaxFF, and REBO and
comparing them with experiments and DFT calculations based on the Local-Density Approximation (LDA) data.
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Figure 1.4

Plot of radial breathing mode result

Breathing mode wavenumber as a function of (a) the carbon nanotube diameter and (b) the
inverse diameter. MEAM-BO, MEAM-BO*, ReaxFF, and REBO results are compared to the
experiments of Kuzmany et al. [30] (black pentagram) and the DFT calculations of Lawler et al.
[40] (blue diamond).
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1.6.2

Young’s Modulus
An important attribute of the RBM and axial deformation is Young’s modulus. However,

a significant disparity in Young’s modulus values of SWCNTs is present in the literature due to
researchers using different definitions47 and different methods of determination. We present the
elastic properties of armchair nanotubes by using the second derivative of the energy per atom
with respect to the axial strain 𝜕 2 𝐸 ⁄𝜕 2 𝜀 at zero K. The findings are as presented in Table (2.3)
and Figure (2.5). As expected for the potentials used herein, as the diameter increased, the
second derivative of the energy per atom decreased until saturating at a particular large diameter.
Therefore, we can compare these results for (𝜕 2 𝐸⁄𝜕 2 𝜀) in infinite diameter to the tensile
strength for a graphene sheet or to graphite’s elastic constant if we ignore interactions between
the layers95. We also calculated the Young’s modulus versus SWCNT diameter size related to
the second derivative of the strain energy found earlier. In a standard bulk elastic calculation, the
conventional formula for Youngs’s modulus is given as

𝑌=

1 𝜕2𝐸
|
𝑉0 𝜕 2 𝜀 𝜀=0

(2.11)

In Eq. (2.11), V0 is the effective volume at equilibrium, and E is the strain energy.
In the instance where there is a single nanotube, one must adopt a suitable convention that
defines V0. The volume of a single-wall carbon nanotube is the cylindrical volume 𝑉𝐶 with the
half effective SWCNT diameter (𝑑𝑒 ) and a representative volume element per unit
4

length96 (𝜁𝑙 = 3𝑎 √𝑛2 + 𝑚2 + 𝑚𝑛 ) with units 𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚⁄Å. The effective diameter (𝑑𝑒 ) is equal to
0
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the diameter of the SWCNT (𝑑), includes the van der Waals equilibrium separation distance (ℎ)
which is the thickness of the nanotube (Fig.2.4).

Figure 1.5

Schematic of carbon nanotube

a) Front schematic of carbon nanotube, and (b) Top view of carbon nanotube with diameter d
and thickness (h).
Several investigators have taken the SWCNT equilibrium separation distance to be equal
to that of the equilibrium separation distance of graphene sheets of 3.4 Å. However, we use the
definition whereby we take the single-wall nanotubes to form an enclosed hexagonally packed
structure with the constant volume fraction of the identical nanotubes hexagonal close packing
𝜋

(𝜂𝑎 = 2√3). As such, the effective volume of the unit cell per atom is given by the formula
𝑉0 =

𝑉𝐶
,
𝜂𝑎

3𝑎0 (𝑑 + 3.4)2
𝑉0 =
2𝑁
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(2.12)

where the total number of atoms in (n,n) armchair nanotube is 𝑁 = 4𝑛. Accordingly, Young’s
modulus will have an inverse quadratic relationship with the diameter as given in the following
equation,
2𝑁
𝜕2𝐸
)
.
| .
2
𝜕2 𝜀 𝜀=0
0 (𝑑+3.4)

𝑌 = (3𝑎

(2.13)

Figure (2.5) shows Young’s modulus relationship with the nanotube diameter and the
inverse square of the diameter from the MEAM-BO, MEAM-BO*, ReaxFF, and REBO results.
We note that all of the potentials are fairly close to the DFT elastic modulus27 with MEAM-BO
being the closest. The tight-binding calculation (TB)69 values for the Young’s modulus are much
too large. They use the same thickness as we use, but they have a different definition of the
volume as they treated the SWCNT as a hollow cylinder.

Table 1.3

The Second Derivative of the Energy Results

(n,n)

d(Å)

(12,12)

DFT [47]

DFT [95]

MEAM-BO

MEAM-BO*

ReaxFF

REBO

16.2

65.7

52.9

57.1

65.4

61.5

(11,11)

14.8

62.4

53.3

57.2

65.3

61.5

(10,10)

13.4

62.4

53.7

57.5

65.2

61.5

(9,9)

12.2

60.5

54.2

57.8

64.9

61.6

(8,8)

10.8

59.6

55

58.3

64.6

61.6

(7,7)

9.5

59.5

56.1

59

63.9

61.6

(6,6)

8.1

56

57.4

57.5

60.3

62.9

61.7

(5,5)

6.8

55

57.7

59.2

62.2

62.6

61.8

(4,4)

5.4

56

57.1

60.6

65.6

108.4

62

52

59

2

2

The second derivative of the energy (𝜕 𝐸 ⁄𝜕 𝜀) (eV/atoms). Calculations for different armchair
nanotube diameters (d) were obtained by using MEAM-BO, MEAM-BO*, ReaxFF, and REBO
potentials and compared with Sánchez-Portal et al. [47] and Alford et al. [95] other DFT
calculations.
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1.6.3

Folding Energies
We carried out folding energy calculations for different diameters of armchair nanotubes

with the MEAM-BO, MEAM-BO*, REBO, and ReaxFF potentials. Nielson et al78 considered
graphite as the reference structure and used it to measure the folding energy of nanotubes by using
DFT calculations and the ReaxFF potential. In our work, we considered a graphene sheet as a
reference to be more realistic. We determined the cohesive energy of a graphene sheet in MEAMBO, REBO, and ReaxFF potentials to be -7.4696 eV/atom79, -7.4266 eV/atom, and -7.5244
eV/atom, respectively.
Figure (2.6) depicts how the relative energy per carbon depends on the diameter of the
armchair carbon nanotube as the inverse square of the diameter following continuum elasticity
theory. The constants of proportionality for MEAM-BO, MEAM-BO*, REBO, and ReaxFF
potentials were 𝐶 = 17.36 eVÅ2 , 𝐶 = 7.679 eVÅ2 , 𝐶 = 4.83 eVÅ2 , and 𝐶 = 6.63 eVÅ2 ,
respectively. The folding energy in the calculation with MEAM-BO was slightly greater than
predicted from the DFT calculations or the other potentials, but it did show a similar
monotonically decreasing trend as the diameter increased. Furthermore, the MEAM-BO results
showed a clear folding energy that increased faster when the diameter was less than 10 Å.
However, using the updated MEAM-BO* yielded more accurate results that were the closest to
the DFT calculations
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Figure 1.6

Plot of elastic properties results

a) Young’s modulus (Y) (solid lines) and second derivative of the energies (𝜕 2 𝐸 ⁄𝜕 2 𝜀 )
(dashed lines) calculations versus inverse diameters squared of the armchair nanotubes
following a quadratic proportion fit.
b) Young’s modulus (Y) (solid lines) and second derivative of the energies (𝜕 2 𝐸 ⁄𝜕 2 𝜀 )
(dashed lines) calculations versus the armchair nanotube diameter from MEAM-BO,
MEAM-BO*, ReaxFF, REBO, Sánchez-Portal et al.’s [47] (blue diamond), and Alford et
al [95] (black star) work using DFT calculations
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1.7
1.7.1

Discussion
Radial Breathing Modes (RBMs)
As shown in previous studies30,31,37,40, the RBM frequency from our results were inversely

proportional to the nanotube diameter (d). Figures 2.3(a) and 2.3(b) show the RBM modes versus
d and 1/d, respectively. We found a linear correlation to the original MEAM-BO and updated
MEAM-BO* data respectively with A=2233 Å cm-1 and A=2332 Å cm-1 by using. A = 2171 Å
cm-1, B = 3.1 Å3 cm-1 and A = 2215 Å cm-1, B = 5.9 Å3 cm-1 in Eq.(3.2). We note that both MEAMBO potentials and REBO are close to the DFT results; 40 however, ReaxFF greatly increased from
the others when the diameter was less than 7 Å indicating a lesser accuracy and breakdown of
model.
1.7.2

Young’s Modulus
Because different researchers used different atomistic potentials, numerical methods,

SWCNT diameters, and methods for determining the associated volume for quantifying Young’s
modulus for SWCNTs, a range from 0.27 to 5.5 TPa has arisen in the literature.27,49,50,61,82 Our
results gave two main trends for Young’s modulus: (1) a definite correlation as the SWCNT
diameter decreased the elastic modulus linearly increased, and (2) the MEAM-BO, MEAM-BO*,
ReaxFF, REBO potentials gave very close results to each other and to the DFT results27 as
shown in Figure (2.5).
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Figure 1.7

Plot of folding energy results

Folding energy results for armchair nanotubes as a function of a) the dimeter. b) the inverse
diameter squared. For MEAM-BO, MEAM-BO*, ReaxFF, REBO calculations, and DFT
calculations [38,39].

The wall thickness of a SWCNT is not well defined and as such has led to different
elastic moduli in the literature. Continuum elasticity theory82 argues that Young’s modulus
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should be dependent upon the nanotube’s wall thickness. Yakobson et al.34 garnered an
exceedingly large Young’s modulus with a very small wall thickness of 0.6 Å. Alternatively,
Kalamkarov et al.83 and Halicioglu84 used a wall thickness of 6.8 Å. These wall thickness
variations gave values of Young’s modulus ranging from 0.27 TPa to 5.5 TPa. Like many other
studies, we employed a SWCNT wall thickness of 3.4 Å.
In our work, MEAM-BO and MEAM-BO* gave the closest Young’s modulus agreement
for the smaller nanotube diameters, but REBO agreed better for larger nanotube diameters.
Another contrast between the potentials’ results related to the second derivative of the energies
(𝜕 2 𝐸⁄𝜕 2 𝜀), we showed that the (𝜕 2 𝐸⁄𝜕 2 𝜀) values from the REBO and ReaxFF changed very
little with tube diameter, while MEAM-BO and MEAM-BO* changed according to continuum
elasticity theory.
1.7.3

Folding Energy
The folding energy in the calculation of MEAM-BO was slightly greater than predicted

from the DFT calculations or the other potentials, but it did show a similar monotonically
decreasing trend as the diameter increased. The updated MEAM-BO* shows improvement in the
results and the greatest agreement with DFT calculations. We find the constant of proportionality
in MEAM-BO* following Eq. (2.3) as 𝐶1 = 5.32eV/Å2 , 𝐶2 = 29.15 eV/Å4
1.7.4

Accuracy of MD Simulation
In table (2.4), we calculate the root mean square error (RMSE) of the Radial Breathing

Mode (RBM), second derivative (𝜕 2 𝐸 ⁄𝜕 2 𝜀), Young modulus (Y), and folding energy (ΔE) for
each potential. The ReaxFF potential has a higher value of the RMSE, while all the rest of the
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potentials have a value around 5. The updated MEAM-BO potential, MEAM-BO*, improved
results for both the folding energy and RBM.
Table 1.4

Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of all the calculation for MEAM-BO, MEAMBO*, REBO, and ReaxFF potentials.
MEAM-BO
(RMSE)
9.6

MEAM-BO*
(RMSE)
9.3

REBO
(RMSE)
9.7

ReaxFF
(RMSE)
33.3

3.7

4.5

3.2

14.6

Y

0.06

0.11

0.04

0.3

ΔE

0.153

0.0098

0.048

0.0290

Total RMSE (%)

5.44

5.47

5.47

19.45

RBM
(𝝏𝟐 𝑬⁄𝝏𝟐 𝜺)

1.7.5

Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) results of all the calculations.
We demonstrated that the MEAM-BO potential works very well for single-wall carbon

nanotubes (SWCNTs) with different diameters. Additionally, the MEAM-BO results were
validated by other atomistic potentials, DFT, and physical experiments. The present study provides
three clear conclusions.
First, the MEAM-BO and MEAM-BO* potentials results agreed with results from previous
atomistic studies as the nanotube diameter (d) inversely affected the RBM. We also noted that the
both MEAM-BO’s and REBO results were closer to the DFT results compared to the ReaxFF
results.
Second, MEAM-BO’s excellent agreement with the experimental and DFT RBM
wavenumbers suggests that MEAM-BO is great at capturing the unsaturated hydrocarbons’
curvature effects. The curvature is associated with the second derivative of the energy potential.
MEAM-BO showed the gradual increase of the second derivative of the energies when the
diameter was more than another reactive force fields, as did the experiments and DFT calculations.
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The curvature is also related to the elastic moduli, and Young’s modulus from MEAM-BO was
closer to the DFT results than REBO and ReaxFF.
Third, the folding energy in the calculation of MEAM-BO was greater than that from the
DFT calculations and from the other potentials, but a similar trend existed in that as the diameter
increased the folding energy monotonically decreased. In addition, MEAM-BO* improved the
calculation results of the folding energy and appear to be in accord with results with DFT
calculations.
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CHAPTER III
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF DIFFERENT PARTIALLY UNZIPPED CARBON
NANOTUBES BY ATOMISTIC SIMULATION
1.8

Introduction
Creating graphene nanosheets has one preferable method by using cutting techniques that

are applied to carbon nanotubes in order to achieve graphene nanoribbons (GNRs). This potential
industrial-scale method for producing GNRs that can be used in an electronic device comes from
the process of unzipping CNTs. As a result, a large amount of research has focused on discovering
the properties of combining CNTs with GNRs because there are excellent properties that can be
utilized across mechanical, electronic, and magnetic applications. Moreover, unzipped carbon
nanotubes may be able to enhance the strength of the interface structure of composites97,98.
Experimentally, unzipping carbon nanotubes can take place through oxidization99, electrochemical
anodic oxidation, intercalation100, plasma etching101, or functionalization102 using a scanningtunneling-microscope (STM) manipulation. Cano Marquez et al.103 also examined multi-walled
carbon nanotubes (MWNT) and found that through intercalation of ammonia and lithium, followed
by exfoliation, the tubes could be opened. The best results were found when intercalation was
conducted through the use of an acid treatment and abrupt heating after the treatment. This resulted
in multilayered flat structures of a graphitic nature, or nanoribbons, MWNTs that were partially
open, and graphene flakes. Rangel et al.104 studied the unzipping process of carbon nanotubes with
potassium permanganate by ab initio density functional theory calculations. They found that the
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potassium permanganate attacks one of the internal C–C bonds of the CNT, then stretches and
breaks it as the first step of unzipping a CNT. That defect then creates weakness along the length
of the CNT, causing it to unzip easily.
In a theoretical study, Huang et al.105 reported that partially unzipped carbon
nanotubes (PUCNTS) have valuable electronic and magnetic properties that are dependent on the
length of their opening. Costamagna et al.106 further studied the properties of PUCNTs by
applying an external magnetic field parallel to a long PUCNT, and found that the magnetic field
only affected the electronic state in the CNT region. Additionally, Chen et al.107 revealed that the
thermal conductance of PUCNTs is dependent on the width and length of the unzipped part. In
molecular dynamics simulations, Tang et al.108 explored the stability of PUCNTS with
temperature and highlighted that different structures of unzipped carbon nanotubes tend to selfheal with rising temperatures and when the edge dangling bonds are not passivated. Also, the
unzipped graphene ends tend to wrap up and form various patterns in the case of a large length
cut or a small diameter. The thermal conductivity of PUCNTs was investigated by Ni et al.109
who, using classical non-equilibrium MD, suggested that partially unzipped carbon nanotubes
may have the potential to aid in thermal management. Lastly, Novotny and Novotný110 predicted
using a simple tight-binding model that combinations of partially unzipped carbon nanotubes
together with graphene nanoribbons could form ‘quantum dragons’ wherein even strongly
disordered system can have extremely small electrical resistance and perhaps other novel
electronic and magnetic properties. The unzipped carbon nanotubes have different mechanical
properties. For example, they have high thermal conductivity with very high tensile strength and
large elongation which means that they are very elastic. They also have different aspect ratios
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and are highly flexible at different bend levels. This is due to their low thermal expansion coefficient111
In this work, we built five different structures of partially unzipped carbon nanotubes
with one or two nanoribbons that have edge dangling bonds which are not passivated to explore
their structural stability and mechanical properties. We subsequently performed force field
REBO112-based molecular dynamics simulations on these structures.
1.9

Methods
Using Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD)113, as well as Materials and Processes

Simulation (MAPS)114, it was possible to build (10,10) single wall Carbon nanotubes (SWCNT)
with length 400 Å configuration. This structure was then partially unzipped in five different ways
with the same length of cutting of 240 Å except the 1st structure, which was cut to the end with
the length of 252 Å. The five structures are shown in Figure.3.1 as built systems.
▪

1st) a longitudinally formed nanoribbon at the end.

▪

2nd) a longitudinally formed nanoribbon between normal nanotube and one-sideinverted nanotube, in which the inside became outside on one end of the tube

▪

3rd) two longitudinal nanoribbons between normal nanotubes.

▪

4th) two longitudinal nanoribbons between normal nanotube and one-side-inverted
nanotube, in which the inside became outside on one end of the tube

▪

5th) two twist nanoribbons of length between normal nanotubes.

The experiment required a cutting method so that five different partially unzipped CNT
structures could be obtained longitudinally as they were cut with one row of C–C bonds. It was
observed that edge atoms had dangling bond structures within all the structures that were created,
because none had any hydrogen passivation. This leads to exciting new phenomenon.
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After the initial construction of the unzipped configurations were built, the models were
then minimized using the reactive force fields REBO within the LAMMPS software. At this
point, the REBO potentials were allowed to equilibrate with 0.4 fs time steps that were provided
through a NVT dynamics at a temperature of 300K. This created a condition in which the
temperature, pressure, density, and total energy of the system could fluctuate about a relatively
constant value. This provided for stabilization of the energy within the system.
We then heated the systems at different temperatures equilibrated by following the NVT
ensemble using the Nose-Hoover thermostat in 3.5 ns. Non-periodic models were replicated, and
we used the conditions shown in Figure 3.2. for the purpose of applied tension after the
equilibration stage. We held the hydrogen atoms in the bottom of the nanotubes fixed, and
moved the upper group that includes the hydrogen atoms on the top and the first ring of the
nanotube by a constant velocity of 0.3 nm/ps along the tube direction.
For the purpose of obtaining stress-strain response of the partially unzipped CNTs during
uniaxial tension, the stress was calculated using the following equation115:
𝜈𝑧 =

∑𝑁
∑𝑁
𝐾 𝑚𝑘 𝜈𝑧𝑘
𝐾 𝑓𝑧𝑘 𝑟𝑧𝑘
+
𝑉
𝑉

(3.1)

Here N is the number of the atoms in the system, 𝜈𝑧𝑘 is the z component of the velocity of the
kth atom, 𝑓𝑧𝑘 is the z component of the force applied on the kth atom, 𝑟𝑧𝑘 is the z component of
position vector of the kth atom, and V is the volume of the model. We consider the volume in our
systems of PUCNT same as a completed zipped CNT which following this formula.
𝑉 = 2𝜋𝑅ℎ𝐿

(3.2)

Where R is the radius of CNT (10,10), h is the tube’s wall thickness (3.5 Å), and L is the length
of the tube.
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Figure 1.8

Schematic of five partially unzipped carbon nanotube (PUCNT).
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Figure 1.9

1.10

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation set-up for the unzipped CNT under uniaxial
deformation in the z direction (vertical direction).

Results and Discussions

1.10.1

Self -Healing

1.10.1.1

Temperature

From the analysis of Figure 3.3, the partially unzipped carbon nanotubes (PUCNT) depict
changes in temperature with the highest at 75 with total energy changes at different times. With
a cut length of L = 70 (Å) of the partially unzipped (12,12) CNT, a MD simulation is performed
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at different temperatures of 400 K, 600 K, and 1000 K. This means that the unzipped length of
the nano-tube decreases during the simulation time of nanoseconds at these different
temperatures. The total energy is different, being a function of time and temperature.
Accordingly, the partially unzipped CNT depicted here exhibits self-healing effects based
on the curve provided. The change in time and temperature provide a change in length of the
unzipped portion on nano-second timescales, which confirms the nano-tubes self-healing
property. The CNT (12,12) at 1000 K and 600 K is completely zipped and has become a normal
CNT, while only 4 unzipped bonds rebounded at 400 K. In Figure 3.3.b, the energy curve of
CNT (12,12) at 1000 K has higher values and shows the increasing energy during the selfhealing process, then becomes stable after the self-healing process is complete at -2.14 eV. The
same behavior occurs at 600 K but with lower energy. At 400 K, the energy curve remains stable
because there only 4 unzipped bonds rebounded during the simulation time. This is the relation
between temperature, kinetic energy and total energy and it can be argued that temperature and
kinetic energy result into a high energy. However, the behavior of the series based at the
temperature 600 K confirms that the self-healing speed increases with the rising or increase in
temperature as shown in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 1.10

1.10.1.2

Partially unzipped (12,12) CNT vs. simulation time with cutting length L = 70 (Å),
relaxed at different temperatures 400 K, 600 K, and 1000 K . a) unzipped length b)
total energy

Structure

Figure 3.4, represents three different unzipped structures-1st ,2nd , and the 3rd at the same
length of healing and total energy output vs. time of 3 unzipped CNT (10, 10) with a length of
400 Å configurations. They all have the same cutting length except the 1st structure, which is
unzipped until the end. From this structure, the unzipping length L along in the model is 230 Å.
It can also be seen that when the total energy decreases with time, the zipping length increases.
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This is due to the dangling bonds at the cut edge and this occurs at high temperatures and energy
values108. This means that when the temperature of the system is high, the dangling edge loses its
stability and results in a reconstruction behavior with unsaturated carbon atoms. This is why the
3rd structure zipped faster than the 2nd structure. The 3rd structure with two longitudinal
nanoribbons shows two line of rebounded (L1, L2) and they zipped faster because all the atoms
that needed to rebound were already in close proximity. In addition, multiple simultaneous
rebounding minimizes the necessity of redoing edge reconstructions. The effects of the unzipped
structure on self- healing, especially the speed of the zip in the three different structures: the 1st,
2nd, and 3rd, at temperature 1000 K depict that the self-healing property is strong and stable.
The graphene nanoribbon (GNR) length also determines the bending levels of the CNT
structures108. Therefore, since the GNR is dominant, the energy gains from the re-bonding
process may lead to PUCNT structures rolling back to SWCNT structure and it may be
energetically less favorable for small GNRs. This is because the unzipped GNR section has two
primary folding directions, warp around longitude (𝐾𝑙 ) and transverse axis (𝐾𝑡 ) As shown by
Tang et al108,111, in partially unzipped carbon nanotubes the GNR section resorts to a roll up at
sufficiently with high temperatures, when (𝐾𝑙 ) override (𝐾𝑡 ). This process plays a major role in
slowing the self-healing speed.
However, the three structures are different. The first structure is with one zip to the end,
which makes that portion of the nano-tube a graphene sheet, while the 2nd one has one zip, but
not to the end, providing some gaps. As such, it can be concluded that the entire structures can
self-heal and go back to normal due to reconnections of the carbon atoms as evident in the black
curves: L1 and L2 shown in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 1.11

1.10.2

Structures of the first three partially unzipped (10,10) CNT vs simulation time
with cutting length relaxed at 1000 K . a) unzipped length b) total energy

Mechanical Properties

1.10.2.1

Uniaxial tension

The uniaxial tension of the materials yields high strength and deep elongation at different
relaxation testing. With the application of uniaxial tension in the Z-direction on all five CNTs
(10, 10), the Unzipped Carbon Nanotubes curve depict high elongation and stable strength
relaxation mode. Our studies were performed on the partially unzipped non-periodic systems at
300 K. For comparison we also performed the same calculation on a completely zipped CNT.
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Figure 3.5 shows our results for the six nanostructures, and depicts that the 3rd PUCNT structure
and original CNT has the highest stress-strain value.
Furthermore, the Young modulus did not change between the unzipped CNT and the
original tube, as shown in Table 3.1, which gives more value to the PUCNT in applications106-107.

Figure 1.12

Stress-strain response for five partially unzipped carbon nanotube at 300K
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Table 1.5

Overview of mechanical properties for different structures of unzipped CNT at
300K

structure

Young modulus
(GPa)

Yield strength
(GPa)

CNT

0.60

129

1st

0.60

110

2nd structure

0.60

102

3rd structure

0.61

145

4th structure

0.57

107

5th structure

0.56

102

1.10.3

Temperature Effect:
We studied the effect of different temperatures under uniaxial tension on the 1st PUCNT

structure, and our results are shown in Figure 3.6. We find that the temperature effects are quite
small, as further shown in Table 3.2. In the temperature range of 300 to 900 K, Young’s modulus
and the tensile strengths decrease with increasing temperature. Our findings of PUCNT agree
with Dereli et al’s116 results on CNT (10, 10) that it is brittle in low temperatures, between 300 K
and 900 K, and soft after 1200 K
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Figure 1.13

Temperature effect on stress-strain curve of 1st structure.

Table 1.6

Mechanical properties for 1st structure under different temperature
temperature

300K
600K
900K

1.10.4

Young modulus
(GPa)
0.60
0.58
0.57

Yield strength
(GPa)
110
107
115

Conclusion
In conclusion, the analysis of the self-healing and the mechanical properties of Partially

Unzipped Carbon Nanotubes (PUCNT) confirms that most of the structures tend to self-heal
back to SWCNTs, with a different rate of healing at different temperatures. This is because they
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have a high reactivity level, especially due to their dangling bonds and stable local stress-strain at
the junction. At different temperatures, the structure of the CNTs may bend at high levels in
other directions. However, some PUCNTs may lose their self-healing properties where some
edges are under tension from hydrogen atoms. Analysis of the CNT's mechanical properties also
reveal that they have strong elongation and tensile strength. This means that they are a brittle
structure at room temperature. CNTs and graphene in PUCNT structure also depicts a high
elastic limit with different values of Young's modulus. This means that they can be applied in
developing strong and stable electro-mechanical tools in different industries mainly due to their
self-healing and mechanical properties. However, the temperature and length or size of the
CNTs must be considered in developing these tools. Due to their mechanical and self-healing
properties, the CNTs may be used in different devices such as radio frequency identification tags
(RFID), health monitoring tools, switches, and wireless sensing devices.
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CHAPTER IV
DAMAGE EVALUATION IN POLYETHYLENE COMPOSITE FROM MOLECULAR
DYNAMICS SIMULATION
1.11

Introduction
Many MD simulations of polyethylene matrix with single-wall carbon nanotubes

(SWCNT-PE) composite have been conducted to study a countless number of points including:
interfacial mechanical properties117,118, improving the interfacial adhesion by chemical
functionalization119–124, glass transition temperature125,126, orientation and dispersion evolution of
CNTs in the polymer matrix127, tensile strength with varying weight fraction128, and mechanical
properties under static and dynamic tensile loadings 129. Srivastava et al,130 reported in review
papers about polymer/CNT composite that short nanotubes are a much harder, stiffer material
compared to the polymer molecules by 40% and 30 % . Xiong et al.118 found that, the bond
interaction plays a significant role in the load transfer of nanocomposites. They also found that
the carbon nanotube embedded length and diameter has a great influence on the interfacial
mechanical properties for nano reinforced composite. Frankland et al.131 performed extensive
studies on the interfacial mechanical properties of reinforced nanocomposite using MD
simulations and found that chemical functionalization of the nanotube surface can improve the
interfacial adhesion. Tahreen et al.132 reported that the macroscopic rule-of-mixture is not an
excellent approximation in the composite system because it assumes perfect bonding between the
fiber and matrix. Liu et al.133 showed that the mechanical properties of composites are dependent
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on temperature and loading rates. Also, the Young’s modulus and interaction energy reach the
largest values when the CNTs have the highest aspect ratios. All MD simulations share a
commonality that nanocomposite toughness increases with enhanced interfacial adhesion.
Although polymer improved specific strength and modulus by reinforcing the SWCNT, the
embrittlement gained from filler is a significant challenge common to polymer composites with
micron fillers and nanofillers 124–126. To prevent crack initiation and propagation in brittle
polymers and their composites, different strategies were developed122,127–131. The role of void
nucleation, growth, and coalescence during plasticity in polymer/ CNT composites is rarely
investigated. Goh et al.134,135, showed that the number of cycles to failure under fatigue decreases
with increasing weight fractions of carbon nanotubes in the composite. Arora et al.136
experimentally investigated the elasto-plastic deformation by stress-strain curves behavior with
void effect of high-density polyethylene composite with CNT enforced randomly. They found
that the maximum stress of the model with 1% voids is lower than the maximum stress of the
model without the voids by 9%. Dasari et al.137, report that the plastic damage occurring in a
polymer composite is caused by formation of numerous voids in a polymer matrix. Molecular
Dynamics (MD) simulations provide a useful tool for understanding the mechanisms of damage
at lower length scales. To study the nanoscale mechanisms of void nucleation, growth, and
coalescence during plasticity damage, Huddleston et al88 presented a significant atomistic
simulations mythology for studying damage systems at the nanoscale level by calculating the
void number density (void nucleation) and void volume during the deformation of the system.
Bowman et al138,139 provided an extensive studying about structure evolution of polyethylene
during a plastic damage. They examined the smallest configurations of PE in periodic system
that can represent the mechanical properties and damage behavior of bulk amorphous
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polyethylene. Their results shown that a polyethylene with 16 chains and 267 monomers length
shows the smallest configuration that the mechanical and damage properties are converged.
In this work, evaluation damage response of a mechanism of polyethylene nanotube
composite was studied by following Bowman et al’s138,139 work in pure polyethylene to explore
the variance of the results between polymer composites and polymer. Under stress-strain
responses at different temperatures, strain rates, and stress states the corresponding damage
evolution of the SWCNT-PE is presented in this chapter. The Modified Embedded Atom Method
with Bond Order (MEAM-BO) force formalism for unsaturated hydrocarbons is utilized in this
chapter to perform a study for the nanoscale mechanisms of void nucleation, growth, and
coalescence during plasticity damage in a SWCNT-PE composite. MEAM-BO is modified from
the MEAM79 potential so MEAM-BO has excellent representation of free surfaces and capacities
of bond forming and breakage similar to MEAM. The term of background electron density in the
MEAM-BO equation allows the capture of the local state of atoms and provides a high accuracy
description of the free volume evolution during deformation. We proposed to use MEAM-BO to
study the plasticity and damage response of polymer composites. However, because MEAM-BO
is not ready in LAAMPS packaging at this time we used MEAM for the polyethylene since it
works for saturated hydrocarbons , REBO for the SWCNT, and a Lennard-Jones (LJ) interatomic
potential for the nonbonding interaction between SWCNT and PE. The purpose of the present
work is to provide a understanding of damage mechanics at the molecular level, which is
critically important as damage is a microscopic phenomenon.
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1.12
1.12.1

Method
Model generation of SWCNT composite and Simulation Setup
A (10,10) SWCNT with length 35 Å reinforced in a polyethylene matrix with 16 chains

and a chain length of 267 monomer units was constructed for use in this calculation with total
number atoms 27064. Polyethylene structures were determined according to Bowman et al.’s 138
results. They show that the system size of polyethylene to capture the damage behavior should be
large enough to have the mechanical properties converging in periodic systems. Also they
conclude that the converting caused with more than 16 chains and 200 monomers with only a
slight dependence on molecular weight. Geometry optimization of the structure is performed by
the force field Dreiding potential. After the initial construction and optimization process, the
model was minimized within LAMMPS94 using a combination of potentials in a hybrid style.
The REBO80 Potential was used for carbon-carbon interactions in the nanotube. The Modified
Embedded-Atom Method (MEAM)79 was used to define the interactions between H and C atoms
in the polyethylene (PE), and the Lennard-Jones (6-12)(LJ) interatomic potential represented the
nonbonded interfacial interaction between the CNT and the polyethylene. The vdW parameters
in the LJ potential were set as, 𝜀=0.4492 kJ/mol and 𝜎= 0.401nm140. The equilibration protocols
were performed with a 0.4 fs time step using an isothermal-isobaric Nose–Hoover ensemble
(NPT) at 250 K and zero pressure for about 1000ps until the temperature, pressure, density, and
total energy of the system fluctuated around a constant value thereby ensuring it was well
equilibrated before we continued for 10 ns . For the temperature dependence study, the system
equilibrated by NPT at 150 K and 350 K for an additional 1 ns to relax the system at the new
temperature. Once equilibrated, the simulation cell (70 Å ×70 Å ×86Å) was forced to various
uniaxial and biaxial stress states (tension, shear, compression) and constant stress levels with
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NPT dynamics until complete fracture with the corresponding strain rate 3 × 109 𝑠 −1 .For the
strain-rate sensitivity measurement, three different strain rate values are utilized to investigate
the role of strain rate on several mechanical parameters.
1.12.2

Damage identification processing method
A similar method was used in Huddleston et al 88 and Bowman et al138 to calculate the

accumulating damage in copper and polyethylene systems respectively. Atomic structure
snapshots were taken at various time intervals during the simulation in order to investigate the
damage evolution and structural changes that occur during deformation. The atomic visualization
software OVITO141 was used to construct a surface mesh by using a Delaunay triangulation of
the atomic coordinates in the system. This enabled further study of the damage incurred. Then,
the solid and free volume of the polymer was calculated by using a spherical probe with a radius
of 3.4 Å to check the tetrahedra for solid and empty regions. The probe radius of 3.4 Å is slightly
larger than the interchain distance between adjacent polyethylene chains and the distance
between PE and SWCNT. Lastly, a custom python script created to count the number of empty
regions (voids), to determine the volume of each individual void, and to calculate the geometrical
centres of each void.
1.13
1.13.1

Results and Discussions
Uniaxial Tension
The Composite of SWCNT with PE was pulled vertically along the longitudinal CNT

direction ( y-direction ) at 250 K with a strain rate of 3 x 109 . In Figure 4.1, the stress-strain
curve response shows four sections: a) elastic, b) yielding, c) strain softening, and d) strain
hardening regions. Stress increases linearly in the elastic region with a Young modulus of 1.46
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GPa which means the Polyethylene composite with SWCNT has higher stiffeness then pure
PE (0.92 ± 0.1GPa)139. The Young's modulus was calculated as the slope of the elastic region
where the strain is less than 0.05. The stress increases monotonically until reaching a yield
stress of about 94.93 MPa while the stress at yield reaches only 42.45 ± 2.44 MPa in PE. A
0.5% strain offset is used to determine the yield strength. After yielding, an unsteady behavior
can be observed followed by the strain softening regime.
Finally, the response of stress-strain curve changes, with stress increasing nonlinearly
until failure occurs either by chain scission or by chains pulling away from entanglement
clusters. Bowman et al,139 reported that the stress-strain curve response of a stretched pure
polyethylene can be divided into 4 sections: an elastic region, a yielding section, a stress plateau,
and a strain hardening section. In the current results of the polyethene composite with SWCNT,
the stress-strain behavior does not show a definitive plateau region. Instead, an unsteady region
is observed followed by a softening region. This is due to the heterogeneity of the interface
between the polyethylene and SWCNT142.
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Figure 1.14

Stress-Strain curve response of stretched polyethylene composite with single wall
carbon nanotube (SWCNT-PE) in y-direction

The response of damage evolution of the composite is illustrated in Figure 4.2 which
shows the void number density, the average void size, and the total damage (void volume
fraction) together with the stress-strain curve. Figure 4.2b presents the number density of voids
in the composite as a function of strain. The void number density includes both the nucleation
and coalescence phenomenon due to difficulty in separating the coalescence from the void
number density. Nucleation events increase the void number density while coalescence decreases
the void number density by merging of void surfaces. Nucleation and coalescence can occur
simultaneously, resulting in a complex behavior of the evolution of the void number density.
The void number density evolution can be divided into four flex points as shown in Figure 4.2b.
Up to a strain of 0.13, the number of voids rapidly increases as the material approaches yielding.
Once yielding occurs (first blue vertical line in Figure 1.2) nucleation proceeds but at an ever
decreasing rate until the maximum nucleation threshold is achieved (strain of 0.31) and the
nucleation rate becomes negative due to void coalescence as the coalescence of voids is more
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dominate than nucleation of voids. Thus, the softening of the stress-strain response is attributed
to the rapid coalescence of voids. The next flex point is observed at a strain of 0.75, where the
decrease in the void number occurs at a much slower rate until reaching a strain of 1.31 (last flex
point) after which the void number density is nearly constant as failure begins to occur in a
localized region.
Figure 4.2c shows the average void volume evolution. From this region, three flex points
can be observed (red dotted lines). Initially, the void volume associated with the inner nanotube
interface region produces a significant initial void volume. In region 1, the average void volume
decreases due to a nucleation dominated regime where small voids nucleate driving down the
average void volume fraction. In this regime coalescence events are not frequent as initial voids
are small and separated from each other. This is in agreement with the void number density
curve (Figure 4.2b) where rapid increase in the void number density can be observed. The
second region occurs at a strain level of 0.31-0.75. This region is characterized by a rapid
increase in the average void volume due to the growth and coalescence of existing voids. In the
remaining two regions the average void volume continues to increase, but at a slower rate. Figure
4.2d represent the evolution of the total damage (total free volume fraction) as a function of
strain. The damage increases with strain. However, at a strain of 0.4 an accelerated increase in
the damage can be observed. This is due to the growth and coalescence of voids, resulting in
larger total free volume
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Figure 1.15

Damage evolution during uniaxial tensile deformation at 250 K illustrating (a) the
stress-strain response, (b) void number density, (c) average void size, and (d) the
overall damage (void volume fraction).
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1.13.2

Strain Rate Dependence

Figure 1.16

Stress-strain behavior of polyethylene composite beads SWCNT deformed at
different strain rates at 250 K

Figure 4.3 shows the strain rate dependent behavior of a SWCNT-PE composite
deformed at 250 K under uniaxial tensile load in the y direction with different strain rates. The
yield strength depends on the strain rate, as observed from the figure. However, after yielding,
the stress-strain curve shows similar behavior for all strain rates. This indicates that the damage
response of the material is not dependent on the strain rate. Details of the damage response is
shown in figure 4.4. The maximum void number density is dependent on the strain rate which
corresponds to the yield point dependence (Figure 4.4a). After the maximum void number
density is reached, the evolution of the void number density, average void volume, and void
volume fraction all show the same behavior, indicating that damage behavior is not dependent on
the strain rate.
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Figure 1.17

Damage evolution during uniaxial tensile deformation at various strain rate at a
temperature of 250 K illustrating (a) void number density, (b) average void size,
and (c) the overall damage (void volume fraction).
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1.13.3

Stress state Dependence
To analyze the effect of a stress state on the mechanical behavior of the composite

SWCNT-PE, different loading test conditions were applied at a von Mises equivalent strain rate
of 3x109. Figure 4.5 exhibits the equivalent stress-equivalent strain behavior for the different
stress states. From the figure, it can be observed that the modulus of elasticity is higher for
loading in compression and biaxial tension than for shear and tension. Also, the yield stress is
higher for compression and biaxial loading. However, for a biaxial tensile loading condition, a
sharp strain softening regime occurs immediately after yield. The observed trends for the
mechanical behavior of composite SWCNT-PE as a function of stress state is comparable with
Bowman’s result for polyethylene139. However, the yield strength for composite SWCNT-PE is
higher than polyethylene as shown in Table 4.1.

Figure 1.18

Equivalent stress-strain Curve at a temperature of 250 K and a strain rate of
3x109/s. under different stress states
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Table 4.1 shows the overview of the mechanical properties for different stress states,
temperatures, and strain rates for the composite SWCNT-PE. Bowman’s results for PE is
included in the table for comparison.
The damage behavior as a function of strain is illustrated in Figure 4.6. The number of
voids increases sharply for biaxial and gradually for uniaxial tension until a maximum point is
reached at a strain of 0.08 and 0.3, respectively (Figure 4.6a). After reaching the maximum void
number density, a rapid decrease is observed for both the biaxial and uniaxial tensile loading
conditions due to void coalescence. Also, it can be observed that the rate of void nucleation is
highest for the biaxial tension due to the stress triaxiality effect.
The number density of voids for simple shear increases gradually. However, no definitive
decrease in the number density of voids is observed until failure. The void number density is
lowest for the compression case due to the immediate collapse of voids after nucleation.
Figure 4.6b shows the average void volume verses strain for different stress triaxialities. For the
biaxial and uniaxial tension, the average void volume decreases until reaching a minimum at a
strain of 0.08 and 0.3, respectively. This is due to the nucleation of voids at this initial stage.
Thereafter the average void volume increases due to growth and coalesce for both the biaxial and
uniaxial tension, until failure. It is also observed that the average void volume is higher for the
biaxial tension case due to the stress triaxiality effect. The evolution of average void volume is
similar for both simple shear and compression tests. For both cases, the average void volume
decreases until failure due to the collapse of voids. The overall damage in figure 4-5c shows that
for shear and compression, the failure of the system occurs at lower stain levels compared to the
biaxial and uniaxial stress cases. Table 4.1 shows the overview of the mechanical properties for
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different stress states, temperatures, and strain rates for the composite SWCNT-PE. Bowman’s
results for PE is included in the table for comparison.
The damage behavior as a function of strain is illustrated in Figure 4.6. The number of
voids increases sharply for biaxial and gradually for uniaxial tension until a maximum point is
reached at a strain of 0.08 and 0.3, respectively (Figure 4.6a). After reaching the maximum void
number density, a rapid decrease is observed for both the biaxial and uniaxial tensile loading
conditions due to void coalescence. Also, it can be observed that the rate of void nucleation is
highest for the biaxial tension due to the stress triaxiality effect.
The number of voids in Figure 4.6a for simple shear increases gradually. However, no
definitive decrease in the number density of void is observed until failure. In the compression
case, the void number density is lowest due to the immediate collapse of voids after nucleation.
Figure 4.6b shows the average void volume verses strain for different stress triaxialities. For the
biaxial and uniaxial tension, the average void volume decreases until reaching a minimum at
strain of 0.08 and 0.3, respectively. This is due to the nucleation of void at this initial stage. After
which the average void volume increases due to growth and coalesce for both the biaxial and
uniaxial tension until failure. It is also observed that the average void volume is higher for the
biaxial tension case due to the stress triaxiality effect. The evolution of average void volume is
similar for both simple shear and compression test. For both cases, the average void volume
decreases until failure due to the collapse of void. The overall damage in figure 4-5c shows that
for shear and compression, the failure of the system occurs at lower stain levels compared to the
biaxial and uniaxial stress cases.
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Figure 1.19

Damage evolution during different stress state with strain rate 3X109 showing (a)
void number density, (b) average void size, and (c) the void volume fraction
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1.13.4

Temperature Dependence
Understanding the effect of temperature on the mechanical behavior of SWCNT-PE

composite is important for its application in thermal interface materials.
In Figure 4.7, the stress- strain response of a SWCNT-PE composite at three different
temperatures 150K, 250K and 350K shows the temperature-sensitivity of the young modulus,
elastic boundary, and the shape of the hardening curve. The nanocomposite has a glass transition
(Tg) temperature of ~320 K115 while PE has 255K139. The stress-strain behavior changes as the
polymer transitions from a glassy state at 150K and 250K to a rubbery state at 350K. It is
observed from Figure 4.7 that the uniaxial tensile yield point decreases as the temperature
transitions from the glassy to the rubbery state (150K-350K). Also, a strain softening section
follows yield for temperatures at 150K and 250K. Conversely, at 350K a steady stress behavior
is observed with no strain softening after the yield point.

Figure 1.20

Dependent stress-strain response of SWCNT-PE at strain rate 3X109
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The evolution of damage illustrated by the void number density, average void size, and
void volume fraction are shown in figure 4.8. The temperature dependence of the damage
response is clear from these figures. In Figure 4.8a, the number of voids increases for all
temperatures until a maximum value is reached at the yield point, then the void number density
rapidly decreases due to the simultaneous nucleation and coalescence growth. The maximum
number density of voids is influenced by the thermal expansion, especially in the rubbery
regime. Also, the average void volume exhibits the same behavior for all temperatures. During
the nucleation phase, the average volume of voids decreases due to the formation of small voids,
and after nucleation ceases the growth and coalescence of voids leads to a steady increase in the
average void volume (Figure 4.8b). The average void volume decreased with an increase in
temperature. The same results were shown by Bowman’s study139 of pure polyethylene, except
that the 250K curve is closer to the 150K curve in this study because they are in the same state
(glassy). While in Bowman’s study, the 250 K curve is closer to the glass transition (Tg)
temperature of PE, which is 255 K.
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Table 1.7

Overview of mechanical properties for SWCNT-PE under different conditions

simulation
Strain Rate (uniaxial Tension)
1x1010
3x109
3x108
(Stress State 250k, 3X109)
Uniaxial Tension
compression
shear
Temperature (uniaxial Tension)
350K
250K
150K

Elastic Modulus (GPA)
SWCNT-PE
PE (139)

Yield Stress (MPA)
SWCNT-PE
PE (139)

1.79
1.46
0.89

1.85 ± 0.18
0.92 ± 0.1
0.44 ± 0.22

122.4
91.87
63.81

87.2 ± 3.97
42.45 ± 2.44
11.1 ± 1.1

1.46
2.12
1.29

0.92 ± 0.1
1.7 ± 0.23
1.47 ± 0.18

91.87
182.7
98.32

42.45 ± 2.44
57 ± 9.8
45.2 ± 6.0

0.17
1.46
3.79

0.24 ± 0.03
0.92 ± 0.1
3.62 ± 0.21

43.46
91.87
224.1

10.3 ± 0.29
42.45 ± 2.44
145.7 ± 6.15
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Figure 1.21

Damage evolution during uniaxial tensile with strain rate 3X109 at different
temperatures showing (a) void number density, (b) average void size, and (c) the
void volume fraction.
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1.13.4.2

Conclusions

In In this chapter, stress-strain response and the mechanisms of damage at lower length
scales of a SWCNT-PE composite was investigated under various stress states, strain rates, and
temperatures by using molecular dynamic simulations. Damage evolution analysis was
performed by analyzing the void number density, mean void size, and void volume fraction
during the deformation.
The yield strength and Young’s modulus show high strain rate sensitivity. However, the
flow stress was not sensitive to the strain rate. Also, a strain rate independent damage behavior
was observed after yielding, so the stress-strain response shows a similar behavior for all strain
rates.
The stress state sensitivity of damage distribution in a SWCNT-PE composite was
analyzed under uniaxial tension, biaxial tension, compression, and shear at 250K and a strain rate
of 3x109. It was observed that the modulus of elasticity is higher for loading in compression and
biaxial tension than for shear and tension. The most damage was observed under biaxial and
uniaxial tension, with a higher rate of nucleation and growth of voids in biaxial compared with
uniaxial tension. The overall damage for shear and compression shows the failure of the system
occurs at lower stain levels compared to the biaxial and uniaxial stress cases.
Finally, the temperature dependence of the Young’s modulus, elastic boundary and the
shape of the hardening curve was studied. At the glassy state (150K and 250K), a strain softening
regime is observed after yield, followed by a strain hardening regime. For the rubbery state
(350K) a steady stress behavior is observed, instead of the strain softening between the yield
point and the strain hardening. The evolution of damage curves shows that at lower temperatures,
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damage is caused by the nucleation and growth of voids, but at higher temperatures the failure is
caused by the coalescence and grown of voids.
In overview, comparing the stress-strain curve and damage response in pure polyethylene
and a polyethene based SWCNT composite, we found that SWCNT improves the mechanical
and the thermal properties of the material. The damage evolution of the composite is governed
by nucleation of voids, until a maximum number density of voids is reached at the yield point
followed by the growth coalescence stage until failure. In PE the nucleation and coalescence
happens simultaneous until a stress plateau region is reached prior to the harden stage.
Also, the big difference in the mechanical behavior observed between the PE and PE
composite is related to the temperate sensitivity due to the difference in the Tg values between
the two materials.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
1.14

Summary
In this work, we report the results of molecular dynamic and energy minimization studies of

carbon-based nanostructures. We demonstrated the capability of the Modified Embedded Atom
Method with Bond Order (MEAM-BO) potential to capture single-wall carbon nanotube (SWCNT)
properties accurately. We illustrated this by calculating the wavenumber of the radial breathing mode
(RBM), elastic properties, and folding energy (ΔE), which are all associated with bond curvature. We
found that the MEAM-BO potential results correlate with experimental and Density Functional
Theory (DFT) results except for the folding energy results. Consequently, we updated the MEAMBO potential parameters to produce a MEAM-BO* potential for the SWCNT system. Interestingly,
including the SWCNT data base improved the previous fit of the C-H system. Previous studies in the
literature concluded that the nanotube diameter, d, inversely affected the mechanical properties of
SWCNTs, and MEAM-BO showed that the wavenumber of the RBM and the folding energy are both
inversely proportional to the SWCNT diameter. Also, the MEAM-BO SWCNT’s Young’s Modulus
followed a quadratic behavior with respect to the SWCNT diameter. When comparing MEAM-BO*,
REBO, and ReaxFF with DFT results, we found that MEAM-BO* gave the closest results to DFT for
the RBM wavenumbers, folding energy, and SWCNT Young’s modulus, especially for small
diameter SWCNTs. We conclude that MEAM-BO* captures SWCNT curvature effects and
unsaturated hydrocarbon bond behavior. Thereafter, five different partially unzipped carbon
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nanotubes (PUCNT) were investigated for their mechanical properties and the self-heling of the
simplest PUCNT by using molecular dynamics simulations.
In addition, we studied a polyethylene single wall carbon nanotube (SWCNT-PE)
composite’s mechanical properties and damage evolution. In order to capture the varying effects of
strain rate, temperature, and stress state for the damage of the composite, damage was computed in
terms of the void number density (void nucleation) and void volume and we compared the results
with the previous studies138,139 about polyethylene to catch the load transfer between the matrix and
CNT. The ISV model for SWCNT-PE can be the next step to upscaling the relationship between void
nucleation and damage observed in molecular dynamics to higher length scales by using a finite
element analysis (FEA).

1.15

Future Work
Molecular dynamic simulations are continuing progress in development and uses in

various fields. Force fields are the heart of MD simulations, and working on developing their
performance is a significant area. In Chapter II, we modified some of the MEAM-BO parameters
and produced MEAM-BO* to get accurate calculations, especially for folding energy results. For
future work, MEAM-BO* needs be used for SWCNT composites and further tested.
Also, predicting the bond length and the bond angles of the molecules with unsaturated
bonds in MEAM-BO* is reasonable for studying interfacial damage of complex biomaterials in
terms of void nucleation, growth, and coalescence under the stress-strain responses and the
corresponding damage evolution with different strain rates. ISV, a second-order damage tensor,
is introduced to describe the anisotropic damage state of the carbon nanotube composite so as to
inform the continuum macroscale model for composites that are used for SWCNT-PE studies to
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predict fracture. Also, PUCNT is considered as a new material that may have more applications
in electron transport and improved properties in composite. For future work, the five different
structures can be used for studying the electronic transport and improve fracture strength and
toughness in PUCNT - PE composite. Our study of PUCNTs is just the beginning of using
methods such as molecular dynamics with force fields such as MEAM-BO* to understand these
interesting nanosystems.
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APPENDIX A
GRAPHENE AND GRAPHITE PROPERTIES CALCULATED FROM MEAM-BO*
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A.1

Graphene and graphite properties calculation
As our previous work79 did not explicitly include CNT structure in the fitting database,

we performed reparameterizations on the bond order parameters that affect CNT properties only
while maintaining other properties as closely as the original. Therefore, the changes in the
parameters only affect a few properties related to unsaturated bond cases. The following table
shows the comparison between the current work (MEAM-BO*), the previous work (MEAMBO) and the predictions by REBO against graphite and graphene experimental results. While the
current MEAM-BO* parameters predict graphene properties similarly to the previous work, the
prediction accuracy for graphite properties are greatly improved. Especially, the predicted C44
elastic constant using the updated parameters is much closer to the experimental value, resulting
in the significantly improved mean absolute percent (MAP) of 21.7 percent compared to the
previously 817 percent. The only drawback in the current parameters is a slightly decreased
rotational barrier in the C2H4 molecule, which is shown in the Figure A.1.
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Table A.1

Graphene and graphite properties calculated from MEAM-BO (previous work79
and current work) and REBO against the experimental data. The zero-point energy
(ZPE) corrections used here are 0.166 eV/atom for graphene and graphite143,144,
respectively. 𝐸Corr is the corrected energy by ZPE
MEAMBO*

Species Property

MEAMBO

REBO

Expt.

Calc.

Diff.

Calc.

Diff.

Calc.

Diff.

b

Graphene

𝐸Corr(eV/atom)
Lattice const., a (Å)
𝐶11 + 𝐶12 (N/m)
𝐶66 (N/m)
Young’s modulus (GPa)
Poisson’s ratio
RMS error
MAPl error

7.315
2.462c
358.1d
60.4d
1020e
0.165e
-

7.303
2.462
402.3
138.8
980.4k
0.183
-

-0.012
0
44.2
78.4
-39.6
0.018
40.1
26.2

7.304
2.46
363.4
134.9
923k
0.151
-

-0.011
-0.002
5.3
74.5
-97
-0.014
50.1
23.8

7.243
2.419
436.9
194.0
1141 k
0.126
-

-0.072
-0.043
78.8
133.6
121
-0.039
80.3
46.9

Graphite

𝐸Corr(eV/atom)
Lattice const., a (Å)
Lattice const., c (Å)
𝐶11 + 𝐶12 (GPa)
𝐶66 (GPa)
𝐶13(GPa)
𝐶33 (GPa)
𝐶44 (GPa)
RMS error
MAPl error

7.371a
2.462c
6.707c
1240f
440f
15f
36.5f
4.5f
-

7.3853
2.469
6.694
1184
461
20
36.6
8.6
-

0.0143
0.007
-0.013
-56
21
5
0.1
4.1
21.3
21.7

7.372
2.47
6.71
1052
406

0.001
0.008
0.003
-188
-34
13
0.6
289.1
122.6
817.0

7.311
2.418
6.713
1309
508
0.3
41.0
0.1
-

-0.060
-0.042
0.008
69
69
-14.7
4.5
-4.4
34.7
29.0

a

28
37.1
293.6
-

Brewer4, b Shin et al. (calc.)5, c Zhao and Spain6, d Wei et al. (calc.)7, e Lee et al.8, f Kelly9, k Stacking distance of graphite 3.35 Å is divided to
compare with the experimental data, l Mean absolute percentage error
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Figure A.1

The rotational barrier for ethylene calculated using MEAMBO- (original/current)
and FP using CCSD(2)/aug-cc-pVTZ.145,146 The white arrows in the pictures of
the molecules indicate the coordinate that is being varied, and the line that passes
through the FP or experimental data serves as a guide. The energy is relative to the
minimum energy.
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